An adaptive interpolation filtering (AIF) algorithm has been proposed to improve the conventional hybrid video coding scheme recently. Although such an algorithm does improve coding efficiency significantly, its encoding complexity, in terms of computational complexity and memory access, increases dramatically due to its inherent two-pass encoding structure. In this paper, we propose a novel single-pass based algorithm which can reduce the complexity of AIF significantly. In our method, a competitive filter set which includes optimal filters trained from several previous frames and the fixed H.264 filters is considered for the current coding frame. A rate-distortion optimization (RDO) criterion is then used to select the best one at macro-block (MB) level. In order to reduce overhead, a predictive coding method is used to compress the filter type for each MB. Experimental results show that, by using the proposed algorithm, the encoding complexity can be significantly reduced without sacrifice of coding gain.
INTRODUCTION
Interpolation filters are needed to generate sub-pixel values in motion compensation of video coding with sub-pixel motion vector accuracy. In H.264/AVC [1] , a fixed 6-tap interpolation filter is used to generate half pixels and then the fixed bi-linear filter is used to generate quarter pixels. Since the characteristics of video vary frame by frame, it is possible to improve the prediction accuracy by using adaptive interpolation filters (AIF).
Several AIF algorithms have been proposed recently. All of them take into account the alteration of image signals and adaptively estimate optimal filter coefficients for each frame. Wedi [2] proposed a 2D separable AIF to interpolate half-pel positions and the bilinear filter for the quarter-pel positions. Later, Vatis [3] proposed a 2D non-separable AIF solution to further improve the prediction accuracy. Some efforts have also been made to either reduce AIF's computational complexity or further enhance its coding performance [4] - [6] .
However, all the algorithms mentioned above have the same coding structure which needs at least two encoding passes. In the first pass, the fixed H.264 interpolation filter is used to obtain the motion information including motion vectors and MB modes. After that, the auto-correlation functions of reference pixels and the cross-correlation functions between reference pixels and original pixels are collected. A set of linear equations according to Wiener filtering formulation is then constructed. The coefficients of AIF can be solved from these equations. The second pass is the same as the first pass except that the fixed interpolation filters are replaced by the interpolation filter coefficients obtained in the previous pass. This two-pass encoding structure can achieve good performance but suffers from two obvious drawbacks: increased complexity and memory access. For the first one, the computational complexity of encoder will be doubled at least. And for the second one, the additional encoding pass requires much more data memory and memory access, especially for high definition (HD) sequences. These drawbacks would decrease the throughput in hardware implementation.
In order to avoid these drawbacks, we propose a singlepass based AIF algorithm. Our proposed algorithm is based on an observation that there is a high correlation among the optimal filter coefficients of several consecutive frames within a video sequence. Thus, the coefficients computed for one frame can be well used by the following frames if there is no big difference in image content, e.g. a scene change. We first build up a competitive filter set (CFS) which contains optimal filters trained from several previously coded frames and the fixed H.264 filter. These candidate filter groups will then compete with each other according to the RDO [7] criterion. Considering different characteristics within one picture, we do this determination process at MB level, and design a predictive coding method to indicate the filter group for each MB. The proposed method has been adopted by ITU-T/SG16 as a potential key technique for next generation video coding [8] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the existing non-separable AIF algorithm. Section 3 discusses the proposed single-pass based AIF method in detail. Experimental results are presented in section 4 and conclusions are drawn in section 5.
ADAPTIVE INTERPOLATION FILTER
Inspired by the theory of Wiener filter [9] , 2D nonseparable AIF [4] has been proposed to improve the conventional hybrid video coding scheme recently. In this algorithm, a set of linear equations is used to minimize the prediction errors between original pixels and their predictors at frame level. Specifically, assuming that (x, y) is an original pixel with coordinate (x, y), its predictive value after ME can be given as, ) is the prediction value with a motion vector (dx,dy) in a sub-pel position sp, P is the reconstructed integer pixel within the filter window centered at (x+dx, y+dy) in the reference frame, and h sp i,j is a filter coefficient. I(.) is an operation which truncates the quarter-pel accurate motion vector (dx,dy) to the neighboring full-pel position, and offset(.) is an offset value which is half of the filter size. M and N determine the filter size used in the interpolation process. For H.264 filter and AIF, the filter size is 6. Using (1), the prediction error energy can be formulated as,
In order to minimize this prediction error, a system of linear equations for each sub-pel position can be built up by computing the derivative of (E
By solving these equations, the optimal interpolation filters for all the fifteen sub-pixel positions can be obtained.
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Frame level RDO 01010010001 The output bit-stream Fig. 1 The two-pass encoding structure of AIF Fig. 1 shows a generalized two-pass encoding structure of non-separable AIF. The first pass is a normal encoding pass which uses the fixed H.264 interpolation filters in ME and motion compensation (MC). The motion information, i.e. motion vectors and MB modes, will be stored and used to compute the optimal filters for each sub-pel positions later. After that, these AIF coefficients will be used in the second encoding pass to make the motion estimation (ME) more accurate, thereby improve the coding performance. When both of the encoding passes finish, a frame level RDO criterion is used to choose the one with better performance as the final output.
PROPOSED SINGLE-PASS BASED AIF
It is obvious that the two-pass encoding structure takes high computational complexity and memory access to the encoder, which makes it difficult to do a real-time implementation for both software and hardware. In order to tackle this problem, we propose a single-pass based AIF algorithm, which can reduce complexity largely without sacrifice of coding performance. In our method, the correlations of the AIF coefficients among consecutive frames are exploited and utilized to remove the second encoding pass. Detailed analysis and description of proposed algorithm are given in the following subsections.
Correlation analysis of AIF coefficients
From previous description of AIF, we can see that the equations for solving the optimal filter coefficients are determined by three main factors: data of original picture, data of reference picture and the motions between them. For video sequences, the contents of images usually change very little within a short time period. This characteristic leads to a fact that, in most cases, there are high correlations in texture and motion among consecutive frames. Therefore, we can assume that the optimal filters from adjacent frames also have a high similarity.
As shown in Fig. 2 , it is assumed that a number of pixels within one rigid object move from time t to time t+2 with a constant speed in a straight line. If one original pixel (x, y) in Frame t+2 is predicted by a quarter-pel position p sp (x+dx, y+dy) in Frame t+1, the original pixel (x', y') which is nearest to p sp (x+dx, y+dy) in Frame t+1 will be predicted by p sp (x'+dx, y'+dy) in Frame t, which is in the same quarter-pel position to p sp (x+dx, y+dy). Because of the high spatial and temporal correlations between neighboring pixels in both full-pel and sub-pel positions, the following case is very likely to occur at a high bit-rate: (4) and (5), we can see that the filter coefficients for t+1 and t+2 are almost the same. Obviously, not all cases can be described by this model in practical sequence. But there also exits very high correlation between the filter coefficients.
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Full pixels 1/2 pixels 1/4 pixels Fig. 2 An example for the similarity of consecutive frames Fig. 3 shows the distribution of optimal filter coefficients of the mobile CIF sequence. The coefficient at sub-pel position a, i.e. h a C3 as defined in [3] , from each frame is demonstrated in this case. It can be observed that the coefficients of consecutive frames will distribute at similar ranges. In most cases, this similarity declines with the time distance between two frames. But there are also some special cases in which the farther coefficients have closer values. This phenomenon inspires us to use several previously computed filters instead of just using one. Fig. 3 The distribution of optimal filter coefficients for different frames.
Single-pass based AIF algorithm
Based on above analysis, we propose a single-pass based AIF algorithm, which uses filter coefficients of previous frames to encode the current frame. For this purpose, we build up a CFS for each frame, which contains several candidate filter groups. Each filter group includes fifteen interpolation filters corresponding to the fifteen sub-pel positions. Besides the optimal filters from previous frames, we also append the H.264 filter group into the CFS to provide a reasonable prediction when correlations of AIF filters decrease, e.g. when a scene change happens. We adopt an area based filter group selection strategy in our method due to the inherent localized characteristics of images. That is, areas with different texture contents in one picture may prefer different optimal filter groups. Considering the compatibility with video coding standards, we use a MB level RDO selection in our method. Detailed description is as follows.
At encoder, when a frame is input, an encoding process similar to normal H.264 is performed based on the constructed CFS. The main difference is the mode decision process, in which the proposed algorithm will check each candidate filter group in CFS one by one. Suppose candidate filter group i is checked currently, then ME and mode decision will be performed on the reference frames interpolated using filter group i. This process is the same to H.264 and the chosen MB mode denoted as mode i can be formulated as [7] , arg min ( ) arg min ( ) ( ) (6) where J i is the RD cost function. D i and R i are the distortion function and rate function respectively. After all the candidates have been checked, the final filter group type f is determined as, arg min ( )
If the number of candidates is larger than 1, a piece of message needs to be transmitted to indicate the selected type for this MB. Considering computational complexity, we do ME on full pixels only for the first candidate. After the whole frame has been encoded, the optimal filter group of the current frame can be obtained by solving the previous described equations. The filter coefficients are then stored into a filter buffer, which will be used by the following frames. To keep the bit-stream writing and parsing order, the optimal filter coefficients of one frame should be transmitted in the slice header of the next frame in coding order. At decoder, the filter type information and filter coefficients in the bit-stream will be parsed and the correct interpolation filters will be used in MC. The candidate filter groups included in CFS can be userdefined. For description convenience, we define CFS_N as the number of candidates in CFS. When CFS_N = 1, the CFS contains only the filter group transmitted in the current frame, i.e., the fifteen optimal interpolation filters of the previous frame in coding order. When CFS_N increases to 2, the H.264 filter group is added into CFS. And in cases of CFS_N > 2, the CFS will include filter groups transmitted in reference frames, which are the optimal filters of some even earlier frames. Table 1 shows the statistics of the chosen filter type percentage for some sequences when CFS_N = 3. F 0~F2 denote the optimal filter groups of three previous frames from near to far. From the table, we can see that a majority MBs would choose the filter groups from previous frames, thus this single-pass based algorithm can be proved to be efficient.
Another notable issue is the overhead introduced by the MB level filter group type message, especially when CFS_N is large. We adopt a predictive coding method to handle it. First, the types are indexed by symbols 0~ CFS_N -1, which reflect their selected chances. Then, the minor type index of the left and top neighboring MBs is defined to be the type prediction. After that, if the filter group type of the current MB is predicted correctly, 1 will be transmitted. Otherwise, 0 is transmitted and an additional syntax element which indicates the type is coded in a fixed number of bits. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to verify the efficiency of proposed algorithm, we have made some simulations on the reference software KTA 2.1 [10] . In our test, the two-pass 2D non-separable AIF [3] is chosen as the foundation and anchor. And the test conditions are shown in Table 2 The experimental results for IPPP and IBBP are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively, where B is the average bit-rate reduction [11] compared with the two-pass nonseparable AIF, and T is the average complexity reduction in terms of coding time. It is obvious that the proposed single-pass based AIF solution outperforms the two-pass one in both the coding performance and complexity. As expected, the coding efficiency and complexity both grow with increment of CFS_N. In IPPP case, an average 1.77% bit-rate reduction and 12.91% coding time saving can be achieved with CFS_N = 3. Noted that, in addition to coding time, the memory access can also be reduced, which is very important in hardware implementation.
CONCULSION
In this paper, we present a single-pass based AIF algorithm. We first analyze the correlations among AIF coefficients of consecutive frames. Then the details of the proposed algorithm are discussed including construction of the competitive filter set and MB level RDO selection. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can decrease the encoding complexity obviously while achieving even better coding performance compared with two-pass 2D non-separable AIF. 
